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Introduction

This guide provides a brief overview of key points about Performance Measures.  

For more details, refer to the Performance Measures Chapter on the InfoNet.

http://infonet/office/ocss/lib/docs/casemgmt.htm

What are the Performance Measures?

Performance Measures is the method used by the federal Office of Child Support

Enforcement (OCSE) to calculate incentive dollars for all states.

What is Measured?

OCSE has developed five Performance Measures.  Two more, which measure 

medical support, are tracked but are not tied to federal incentives. As of January

2011, it is believed that the Medical Performance Measures are probably not

going to be considered for incentives purposes, as originally planned.  OCSE had 

planned for several years to add medical support to the criteria used to divide up 

the incentive pie, but with health care reform that becomes less relevant. 

Regardless, states must still track the Medical Performance Measures as federal 

law requires medical support order establishment and enforcement and audit

results are reported to the OCSE in the annual Self-Assessment audits.

1)  Paternity Establishment

This measure has two methods.  Oklahoma uses the Statewide method on the 

OCSE-157 report.  For internal use, Oklahoma is more interested in the IV-D 

method. 

a) Statewide Paternity Establishment

Minor children born out-of-wedlock for whom paternity has been

established or acknowledged during the paternity period (9 months

prior to current reporting period) (OCSE-157 Line 9)

divided by
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Children born out-of-wedlock in Oklahoma during the preceding 

paternity period (1 year and 9 months prior to current reporting 

period) (OCSE-157 Line 8a)

b) IV-D Paternity Establishment

Children in IV-D cases open during or at the end of the reporting 

period with paternity established or acknowledged (OCSE-157 Line 6)

divided by

Children in IV-D cases open at the end of the prior reporting period who 

were born out-of-wedlock (OCSE-157 Line 5a)

2)  Support Order Establishment

IV-D cases open at the end of the period with child support orders (OCSE-

157 Line 2)

divided by

IV-D cases open at the end of the period (OCSE-157 Line 1)

3)  Medical Support Order Establishment

IV-D cases open at the end of the period with Medical Support ordered 

(OCSE-157 Line 21)

divided by

IV-D cases open at the end of the period with Support Orders excluding 

arrears-only cases (OCSE-157 Line 2 less Line 2e)

4)  Medical Support Order Enforcement

IV-D cases open at the end of the period with Medical Support ordered 

and provided (OCSE-157 Line 21a)
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divided by

IV-D cases open at the end of the period with Support Orders excluding 

arrears-only cases (OCSE-157 Line 2 less Line 2e)

5)  Current Support Collections

Amount Distributed During the Period for Current Support in IV-D cases 

(OCSE-157 Line 25)

divided by

Amount Owed for the Period for Current Support in IV-D cases (OCSE-

157 Line 24)

6)  Arrears Support Collections (cases)

Number of IV-D cases with at least one payment toward arrears (and at

least part is distributed to the family) during the period (OCSE-157 Line 

29)

divided by

Number of IV-D cases with arrears due during the period (OCSE-157 Line 

28)

7)  Cost Effectiveness

Collections Distributed and Disbursed / Issued (OCSE-34A Lines 4b, 4c, 8 

            and 11)

divided by

Total Costs (Direct Costs + Indirect Costs) (OCSE-396A Line 7 less Line 1c)
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How an Office Can Impact Its Performance Measures

How does an office improve its performance and maximize the incentives they

are earning for the State of Oklahoma?  Below are several tips an office can use to

identify areas for improvement.

Start at the beginning – Case Initiation 

Case Initiation sets the stage for Paternity Establishment and Order

Establishment.  

AP Legal Status and Why It is Important

It is critical to properly research the legal status prior to building the case to

ensure a paternity establishment can be counted.  Proper research enables the 

State of Oklahoma to pass the federal Data Reliability Audit and avoid penalties.  

If you cannot determine the legal status, default to using an “M” for a male 

noncustodial parent (NCP) and an “I” for a female NCP.

Legal Status Code Description

A Support Order Established

B Divorced, No Support Ordered

H Paternity Established, No Support Order

I Married / Separated or Absence of Mother, No Support Order

M Paternity Not Established

N Paternity Disproved by OCSS

P Paternity Established Through Acknowledgment of Paternity (AOP)

Process

Out-of-Wedlock Indicator

Effective around January 2012, OSIS criteria for determining if a child was

born out of wedlock will change for the OCSE-157 and the IV-D Paternity
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Performance Measure.  The new criteria will use the new Out-Of-Wedlock 

(OOW) birth indicator rather than the change in AP Legal Status. When

the OOW displays a Y, the child was born Out-Of-Wedlock.  An N 

indicates that a child was born in wedlock.  If the indicator is set as Y

when the OCSE-157 is run, then that child will be considered Out-Of-

Wedlock for the report.  It is displayed on the following screens: CSML, 

CSPI, CHI, CSPTI, CHHL, and CHH.  It can be changed on one of the 

following screens: CSPTU, CSNA, CHA, or CHU.

AP Legal Status Research Tools

Do not make a determination of AP legal status without doing the research

outlined here. It could negatively impact your office’s Performance Measures

and cause audit penalties.  

The following is a step-by-step guide for researching the legal status.

1. Research the AP legal status online

a. Check Oklahoma Supreme Court Network (OSCN) 

(http://www.oscn.net/applications/oscn/casesearch.asp) and On 

Demand Court Records (ODCR) (http://www.odcr.com/search.php)

websites for evidence of a marriage or any other legal actions.

2. Research AP legal status on PS2 / FSSD or OSIS for OHCA cases

a. Check these blocks on the PS2 TI screen for order information: I64, I67,

I70, I71, I72, I73, I78, and I79, I81. The referring worker will input this

information if they have a copy of the Support Order in their

possession. If the order is not listed on the TI screen, check I29 and I30

for child support payments. Review all assistance case numbers

associated with the NCP. Look for any indication of a legal marriage

(marriage license). Check the Legal Status column on the HCAAPL 

screen and the CS ORDERED, ORDER NO, ORD AMT, ORD FREQ,

PER CHLD, ORD CITY and ST fields on the HCAAPI screen for child

support order information on OHCA cases.
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b. If either the court case number or the legal county is given on the TI or

HCAAPI screen, obtain a copy of the order from the court, the custodial 

person (CP), or the referring worker.

c. If neither the court case number nor the legal county for the order is

given on the TI or HCAAPI screen, contact the CP and ask if he/she has

any additional information.

d. If the CP confirms an order exists, or the court case number or the legal

county for the order is given on TI or HCAAPL: 

 If paternity was established by court order without a legal child

support order, request a copy of the order and make the legal

status = H.

 If there is a divorce decree without child support, request a copy

of the order and make the legal status = B.

 If there is an order including child support and/or medical 

support, request a copy of the order and make the legal status =

A.

e. If the CP cannot confirm an order exists, determine if there is any

indication of a marriage (with a marriage license):

 If there is an indication of a marriage (with a marriage license), 

make legal status = I.

 If there is no indication of a marriage, make legal status = M.

Note: Claims of common law marriages are not recognized as any legal status

indicating a marriage. If there is an allegation of common law marriage, update

the AP legal status as M. If you are unable to determine paternity has been 

established, make the AP legal status = M. When there is no support order for a

female NCP, the appropriate legal status is I. (Female NCPs almost never have

the AP legal status of M but some offices use M to generate documents for

genetic testing.)  
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3. Research for other case participant information on PS2 / FACS or OHCA

screens to determine if there are other cases related to the participants on 

this case that may impact the legal status (i.e. another legal or presumed

father already exists).

Screens Used to Research AP Legal Status and Other Case Participant 

Information

To find help on any of these screens on IMS, type M (screen name)

Screen Access Comments

AXF AXF LAST NAME/FIRST NAME/

MIDDLE INITIAL/COUNTY/OFFICE/

DOB-

MMDDYY/SEX/RACE/CATEGORY/

CASE NUMBER/PERSON CODE/SSN

PS2 SCREEN

AXF is identical to AXM except it is used

for inquiries on females.

When the screen listing names and cases 

appears, enter a transaction code between

one of the counties and case numbers, then 

press <Enter> to research more details. If

the transaction code has four characters,

you’ll have to space out the first zero in the 

case number.

AXM AXM LAST NAME/FIRST NAME/

MIDDLE INITIAL/COUNTY/OFFICE/

DOB-

MMDDYY/SEX/RACE/CATEGORY/

CASE NUMBER/PERSON CODE/SSN

PS2 SCREEN

AXM search results are similar to those 

from FD. Instead of entering information at 

prompts on a screen, enter information in

parameters on the command line. The 

parameters may be separated by slashes or 

spaces. Omitted parameters must be 

represented by entering two slashes. It is 

used for inquiries on males.

When the screen listing names and cases 

appears, enter a transaction code between

one of the counties and case numbers, then 

press <Enter> to research more details. If

the transaction code has four characters, 

space out the first zero in the case number.

CHH CHH FGN Child Sequence # Date 

Time

Provides a record of changes that have 

occurred to the FGN/Child data

CHHL CHHL FGN Child Sequence # 

Example: CHHL 123456001 001

If more than one history line,

select by inputting CHH 

OSIS screen

Use this screen to check the history of the 

Legal Status on a child.
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Screen Access Comments

CHI CHI FGN Child Sequence # Use this screen to check existing child data

CSML CSML FGN Use this screen to view AP Legal Status

and other data on case members

CSPI CSPI FGN Child Sequence #

Example: CSPI 123456001 001

OSIS screen

Use this screen to verify all the information

has been updated correctly to receive 

performance measures credit.

CSPTI CSPTI FGN Child Sequence # 

Example: CSPTI 123456001 001

Or 

CSPTI Child’s DCN#

Example: CSPTI 123456789

OSIS Screen

Provides a consolidated view of a child’s

Out-Of-Wedlock status, AP Legal Status,

and paternity status across cases that the 

child’s DCN is associated with. If the child

does not have a DCN, only the case that 

the child is currently in will display.

DP DP DCN

PS2 SCREEN

DP provides more information about a

person than any of the screens listed

below, and it lists all cases for which the 

DCN you enter matches the DCN for one 

of the parties on the case. Use DP if you 

have a DCN.

EF EF Family Support CASE 

NUMBER/PERSON NUMBER

PS2 SCREEN

EF lists all of the Section F Person

Information for the Case Number and

Person Number entered.

EIL EIL Family Support CASE NUMBER

PS2 SCREEN

EIL lists all NCPs for all children referred,

plus any known FGNs. It shows if one or 

more different persons are being referred

for the same child(ren).

FD FD

PS2 screen

FD provides a screen that prompts you for

information about a person. It then lists 

cases for which the information you 

provided matches information on record

for one of the parties on the case. You must

enter a last name, first initial, and sex. You 

should also enter whatever other

information you have.

When the screen listing names and cases 

appears, you can enter a transaction code 

between one of the counties and case 

numbers, then press <Enter> to research

more details. If the transaction code has 

four characters, you’ll have to space out the 

first zero in the case number.
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Screen Access Comments

HCAL HCAL [OHCA case number]

OSIS OHCA screen

HCAL provides a member listing of the 

OHCA case participants in the OHCA

case. Additionally, if the member has been

removed from the OHCA case, a Removed

Date is displayed.

HCAI Enter an “S” on the member’s line 

from the HCAL screen

OSIS OHCA screen

HCAI provides information about the 

OHCA case member including their 

eligibility time period, the removal reason

(or proposed removal reason if the 

member is still eligible), identifying 

information and address information.

HCAAPL HCAAPL [OHCA case number]

or

PF5 from the HCAL screen

OSIS OHCA screen

HCAAPL provides a listing of non-

custodial parents associated with the 

OHCA case based upon OHCA records.

HCAAPI Enter an “S” on the NCP’s line 

from the HCAAPL screen

OSIS OHCA screen

HCAAPI provides information about a

NCP associated with an OHCA case based

upon OHCA records. Information

includes legal status information,

identifying information, address

information, level of service requested by 

the OHCA applicant and whether the 

OHCA applicant is cooperating with

OCSS.

PSBL M PSBL[block]

Example: M PSBLF48

PS2 screen

PSBL is like a T-user per block for all PS2

screens. It lists the valid values for the 

requested block.

PY PY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

or

PY Family Support CASE NUMBER

PERSON CODE

PS2 SCREEN

PY lists all cases for which the SSN or Case 

Number/Person Code you enter matches 

the SSN or Case Number/Person Code for 

one of the parties on the case.

SSN SSN SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

PS2 SCREEN

SSN lists all cases for which the SSN you 

enter matches the SSN for one of the 

parties on the case. The search results are

identical to those from the PY screen 

except cases are listed in a different order.

When the screen listing names and cases 

appears, enter a transaction code between

one of the counties and case numbers, then 

press <Enter> to research more details. If

the transaction code has four characters,

space out the first zero in the case number.
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Screen Access Comments

TI TI Family Support Case Number

AP Code_ Child’s Person

Number

Example: TI C123456A 003

PS2 screen

TI provides Section I AP data. Blocks may 

provide child support order and payment 

information if the applicant has reported

and the referring worker has entered it. 

UDA

or

DA

UDA

or

DA

OSIS screen

UDA and DA are identical. The search

results are similar to those from FD, but 

use only the OSIS database. The search

results may therefore contain child support 

data not displayed on FD.

If a case was initiated anywhere in

Oklahoma just moments before the search,

the new FGN will be included in these

search results before they are available 

from other searches.

USN

or

SN

USN SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

or

SN SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

OSIS SCREEN

USN and SN are identical. The search

results are similar to those rom SSN, but 

use only the OSIS database. The search

results may therefore contain child support 

data not displayed on SSN.

If a case was initiated anywhere in

Oklahoma just moments before the search,

the new FGN will be included in these

search results before they are available 

from other searches.

CSPTD (Paternity AP Legal Status Delete)

CSPTD provides a consolidated view of a child’s Out-Of-Wedlock status, AP 

Legal Status, and paternity status across cases that the child’s DCN is associated 

with.  If the child does not have a DCN, only the case that the child is currently 

associated with will display.  Additionally, CSPTD allows the user to not include

historical AP Legal Statuses for a child within an FGN.  Once an AP Legal Status

is marked as not included, the child’s paternity establishment/acknowledgment

across cases will be reevaluated.  This allows users to not include an AP Legal 

Status that was put on by mistake.  The OCSE-157 logic will ignore any AP Legal 

Status that was marked “not included”.  The reason the word ‘not include’ is

being used instead of ‘deletion’ is because OSIS will not physically delete the 

historical AP Legal Status data.  OSIS will mark the historical AP Legal Status
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data in such a way that the OCSE-157 logic will not include it when determining 

paternity.  Also, transactions CSPTU, CSPTI, CSPI will exclude the AP Legal 

Status.  All other OSIS processes will continue to look at the historical data when 

processing.    

Paternity can only be counted for a child once on any OCSE-157 report.  To 

conform to this rule, users will not be allowed to mark an historical AP Legal 

Status if the AP Legal Status Effective Date is before the current Federal Fiscal 

Year.

CSPTD also has an edit to not allow users to not include (delete) the current AP 

Legal Status represented on CHI.

CSPTD is a physical paging screen that will display AP Legal Status changes for

three FGN/Child sequences per page.  CSPTD gives a count of FGNs that the 

child is associated with along with a running total of FGNs being displayed.  The 

user will be able to scroll through the changes in AP Legal Status for the 

displayed FGNs by pressing <ENTER>.  Once all the AP Legal Statuses for the 

initial FGNs have been displayed, the user will be able to press <ENTER> to see 

the next group of FGNs. 

The FGN/CH that caused the overall paternity establishment/acknowledgment to

be determined for the child will be highlighted.  

This screen can be accessed from an IMS clear screen, NEXT line, or any list

screen where FGN and CHILD SEQ can be selected or where a CHILD’S DCN 

can be selected.
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Paternity and Support Order Establishment

Finding Cases that Fall Through the Cracks

How can you ensure all cases that need an order receive attention?  There are 

two electronic work lists that can assist you in identifying establishment cases.

Screen Case Category Access Criteria

WKPT Paternity WKPT Legal Status = M

IV-D status = 02 or 10

Case Priority = 1, 2, 3, or 4

Full Service which includes MEO 

cases

Displays cases with child that 

needs paternity established.

WKOB Support 

Establishment

WKOB <user id> Legal Status = B, H, I or P

IV-D status = 02 or 10

Case Priority = 1, 2, or 3

Full Service which includes MEO 

cases

Displays cases with child that 

needs support established.

Getting Credit for Your Work – Paternity Establishment

How do you know if you will receive credit for a paternity establishment

recorded in OSIS?  There are two data elements to review and there is a screen to

help guide you through the information.  The Child Support Paternity Inquiry

screens (CSPI and CSPTI) were developed to display case information relevant to

paternity establishment. The new CSPTI screen displays all children on all the 

NCP’s cases.

The first data element is the legal status.  The numerator (top number) of the 

Performance Measure formula is the total number of minor children born out of 

wedlock for whom paternity has been established or acknowledged during the 

period. After the paternity pool of eligible children is created, the performance 

report program looks at all history for each child beginning at the end of the 

reporting period, back to when the child was initially added to the OSIS

database.  The paternity establishment is counted the first time the Absent Parent

(AP) Legal Status code changes.  It is counted in the period in which it changes.  
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The table below details the breakdown of which legal status changes count as

paternity establishments.  To count as a paternity establishment in a period, the 

action must have been recorded on OSIS in that period.  For example, if the legal 

status was originally M and was changed to A but was not recorded until four

months later, credit for the paternity establishment will not be recorded in the 

quarter in which it occurred.  The credit would still appear on the annual report

but the quarterly report would have been run prior to the legal status being 

changed on OSIS.

Original Legal Status Current Legal Status

(first time legal status 

changed)

Paternity Establishment Credit?

M A Yes

M H Yes

P P Yes

P A Credit given when P recorded

A A No unless child was born OOW

I A No

B A No

H A Credit given when H recorded

H H Credit given when H recorded

Prior to October 1, 1995, OSIS did not have legal status code P to denote 

voluntary acknowledgments.  Voluntary acknowledgments prior to that time are 

recognized by OSIS as a child included in an order with legal status of H.  

Therefore, a child with a legal status of H prior to October 1, 1995 that was

included in an order is considered by OSIS to have been counted as

“acknowledged” in a prior period and will not be counted as established or

acknowledged in the current period.  Additionally, if a child is recorded in 

multiple FGNs, paternity will be counted on the lowest FGN so as not to count 

the child twice.

The second data element is the existence of a date of birth connected to the legal 

name sequence on the Department Client Number (DCN).  This data element

rarely has a problem with being recorded.  However, it is possible that if the 

legal name on a child’s DCN is updated and the date of birth is deleted, OSIS

would not be able to count a paternity establishment for that child1.

1 OSIS also omits children who are removed or deleted or are 19 and older from this Performance

Measure. But that information still displays on the CSPI screen.
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Previously, the state of birth had to be entered for Oklahoma to obtain credit for

the paternity establishment.  While this is no longer a requirement, the data still 

appears on the CSPI screen.

To get credit for a paternity establishment the child must have been born Out-Of-

Wedlock.  Effective around January 2012, the OCSE-157 will use the OOW 

indicator to determine if the child was born out of wedlock.  The OOW indicator 

must equal Y. 

The OCSS Paternity Inquiry (CSPTI) screen is used to determine if a child will

appear on the OCSE-157 Report as a new paternity establishment. It provides a 

legal status history for the child. This screen is inquiry only and displays 

information that is updated from other parts of OSIS and the OKDHS

mainframe.

Local offices can also track their paternity establishment performance using the 

PATI screen available around January 2012.  This screen displays information 

that appears on the OCSE-157 Report for that office on a rolling twelve month 

basis.  The screen can also be used for planning future performance since it

displays how many children need to have paternity established by the number of 

days since the NCP was located.

Getting Credit for Your Work – Support Order Establishment

There are several data elements to review to determine if credit is given for

establishing a support order.  The OSIS screen family that displays whether a 

support order has been recorded on the case is the OBLN/OBLU/OBLE/OBLI.  

The relevant fields are:

Field Name Description Notes

DTE SIGNED Shows when the order was 

entered by the court

This should be the date the 

order was signed by the judge

ORDR VER DATE Shows when the order

information was initially 

entered into OSIS

 

ORDR STATUS Determines if the order is 

active (A) or concurrent (C)

Concurrent obligations are

used for multiple custodians 

or support is owed to multiple 

jurisdictions (i.e. support 

owed to more than one state)
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Medical Order Establishment

A medical order is needed to establish the responsibility of a parent to provide 

health insurance or medical support for a child.  Cash medical may be ordered if 

health insurance is not available. Correctly recording what is included in the 

court order is vital to this Performance Measure. If an order includes a provision 

for medical support but that information is not reflected in OSIS, the office fails

to get credit for this work.  

 

Additionally, there are private attorneys who fail to request medical support

from the court in divorce decrees and other orders which are obtained outside of 

the IV-D program.  When these orders are received, a Review and Adjustment

should be performed so the court order can be modified to include medical 

support.

Cash medical is ordered if: (A) the cost of insurance is unreasonable (i.e. more 

than 5% of the gross income of the payer); or (B) if the insurance provider is not

accessible to the child (i.e. a trip to the doctor exceeds 60 miles one way). But

OCSE does not require the coverage to be inaccessible for the cash medical 

support to be included in the OCSE-157 report so verifying inaccessibility is not

part of the Medical Performance Measures. Cash medical can be ordered at zero

dollars per month if the parties’ incomes fall below a specified threshold. In these 

cases, OCSS would build the cash medical in OSIS as $0.00 due. It would count 

as being established and enforced despite not having actual collections.

The OSIS screen family that displays whether a medical support order has been

recorded on the case is the OBLN/OBLU/OBLE/OBLI.  The relevant fields are:

Field Name Description Notes

DTE SIGNED Shows when the order was
entered by the court

This should be the date the
order was signed by the judge

ORDR VER DATE Shows when the order
information was initially
entered into OSIS

 

ORDR STATUS Determines if the order is
active (A) or concurrent (C)

Concurrent obligations are
used for multiple custodians or 
support is owed to multiple 
jurisdictions (i.e. support owed 
to more than one state)

MED ORD Indicates what the court has
included in the order 
concerning medical support

See table below for values.
This information is what is
reflected in the court order.
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MED ORD Field Value Description

A NCP must carry health insurance for one or more children.  This
value is also used when temporary cash medical support is
ordered or combined cash medical support is ordered (cash 
medical for some child, insurance for other).

B NCP pays certain medical costs, but not insurance.  This value is
also used when permanent cash medical support is ordered.

C CP must carry health insurance for all children.

D Both parties are required to carry insurance

I Child’s coverage being provided through Indian Health Services or 
Tribal Nation

K Alternative health care other than Indian Health Services.  This
includes coverage provided through a spouse or military coverage. 
This code prevents the National Medical Support Notice from
generating automatically.

P BP must carry health insurance for all children and BP is not the
CP.

Y Pre-conversion value, insurance ordered (this code was previously
used to indicate insurance had been ordered; code no longer
available)

Medical Order Enforcement

After Medical Support is ordered, enforcement has two parts to it.  The first is to

gather information about whether insurance coverage is being provided for the 

child(ren) included in the order within the effective dates of the order. The 

second is whether cash medical support is being paid.  

Insurance Coverage

If the court orders a parent or custodian to provide insurance coverage, the 

enforcement information is recorded on the Third Party Liability screens.  These 

screens include the CPOL/H and the POLMEMA/U/H.  For the child to be 

counted as having insurance, the child must be included in at least one insurance 

policy listed on these screens with active coverage dates for the reporting period.

Cash Medical Support

The other part of enforcing medical support is collecting cash medical support, if 

ordered.  In addition to the medical support order being recorded on the 
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obligation screen (OBLN/OBLU/OBLE) as was described in the Medical Order

Establishment section above, information about cash medical support needs to be 

documented2.  The relevant fields are:

Field Description

CASH MD Total amount of cash medical support included in order for all children

CM/INS Show either temporary cash medical support (C), permanent cash medical

support (P) or a combination of cash medical support and insurance coverage 

was included in order (B) (cash medical for some child, insurance for other)

EFF DATE Shows when cash medical support became effective

PER Shows frequency of cash medical support accrual

FROM Start date of cash medical support accrual

TO End date of cash medical support accrual

PAYMENT Amount of cash medical support pertaining to child in court order

Additionally, to see whether the cash medical support is being enforced, review 

the CFRRX screen.  This screen indicates if a collection was for cash medical 

support.

Field Description

MD OT Payment is counted as cash medical support when CM code is displayed in the 

MD OT column

Current Support Collections

Current support collections are extremely important.  If the current support is

not collected, it impacts the Current Support Collections, Cost Effectiveness, and

possibly Arrears Collections Performance Measures.   

Collections are counted for the Current Support and Arrears Support

performance measures when they are distributed.  It is important to resolve 

undistributed receipts as soon as possible.  However, collections are counted for

2 AT 11-10 Issued by the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement on October 17, 2011

indicates there will be a change in the instructions pertaining to form OCSE-157. The OCSE-157

criteria will not be changed until Oklahoma law is amended to match the new federal guidance.
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the Cost Effectiveness performance measure when they are disbursed / issued

(i.e., pended receipts are not counted here).

Remember to take action to resume collections as soon as possible when

payments cease and to review and adjust orders as necessary to match the 

obligor’s ability to pay.

Finding Cases that Fall Through the Cracks – Current Support 

Collections and Cost Effectiveness

How can you make sure enforcement cases are not falling through the cracks?

There are several OSIS screens to help workers identify cases where payments

have ceased.  They are the WKEF30, WKEF60, and WKEF90 screens. If you want

information by district office, use the CX392M30, Delinquency Aging Report – 30 

to 59 Days; the CX392M60, Delinquency Aging Report – 60-89 Days; the 

CX392M90, Delinquency Aging Report – Over 89 Days; the Current Support

Percentage Paid List, CS682M; or the CX671W01, Potential Collections Report.

To find help on any of these screens, type M _ (screen name)

Screen Access Criteria

WKEF30 WKEF30 <user id>

(Data by office can

also be found on

Document Direct 

report 

CX392M30,

CX682M01 or 

CX671W01)

IV-D status = 02, 06 or 08

Case Priority = 1 or 2

Full Service case

Case is not MEO

No payments for 30 – 59 days

WKEF60 WKEF60 <user id>

(Data by office can

also be found on

Document Direct 

report 

CX392M60,

CX682M01 or 

CX671W01)

IV-D status = 02, 06 or 08

Case Priority = 1 or 2

Full Service case

Case is not MEO

No payments for 60 – 89 days

WKEF90 WKEF90 <user id>

(Data by office can

also be found on

Document Direct 

IV-D status = 02, 06 or 08

Case Priority = 1 or 2

Full Service case

Case is not MEO
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 report 

CX392M90,

CX682M01 or 

CX671W01)

No payments for at least 90 days or there has never

been a payment on the case

Working with OSIS Automation

Another important aspect of keeping current support collections going is to

ensure automated enforcement remedies flow.  Ensure relevant information such 

as the NCP’s Social Security Number (SSN) is entered into OSIS.  Review 

enforcement lists to determine if updates need to be made to the case for the 

remedy:

Remedy Screen Name Purpose

Income Withholding IANE

(Data can also be found on

Document Direct report 

CS661R01 or CS662R01)

Find errors that prevent an

Income Withholding Order

from issuing

Income Withholding IANI, IAMI List of Income Withholding 

Orders to be sent out in two

days. Review to determine if

IWO should be pulled.

Income Withholding CSPAYI Review amounts on IWO. 

Look for any missing or 

incorrect amounts. Also,

match the date to the amounts

for previous IWOs.

Income Withholding APEI Look for current verified

employer on OSIS and be sure

the correct Type 30 address

has been entered. DO NOT

ENTER TYPE 05 ADDRESSES.

Remember, if there are

multiple verified employers 

on the APEI, some auto-

generated IWOs are not 

issued.

Unemployment APBI Determine if the referral for

unemployment has been

issued and that the amounts 

on the referral are correct. 
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Ensuring the Current Support Amount is Appropriate

There are times when the current support amount is too high for the financial 

resources of the noncustodial parent.  This adversely impacts the Current

Collections category since the full current support is not likely to be collected.  

An OSIS screen that is used to identify these cases is the RAMENU and RAHI

screens.

For more information about the Review and Adjustment process, refer to the 

Review and Adjustment section of the Enforcement Chapter in the Child Support

Manual. 

Screen Access Description

RAMENU RAMENU (will only show the

case listings for the current 

user)

(Data by office can also be 

found on Document Direct 

report 

CY996R01)

Menu of screens used to list

cases that are candidates for 

review

RAHI Enter S in ORDER AMOUNT 

TOO HIGH CASES field on

RAMENU or RAHI <user id>

Lists cases that may have an

order amount too high and

have not been reviewed for 2

½ years. Order considered too

high if payments are currently 

not being made and the 

amount of order is greater

than a pre-determined amount 

based on the number of

children or if there have been 

payments made for at least six

months and amount of the 

payments are less than the 

child support monthly due.

Arrears Support Collections

Since this performance measure is based on cases, instead of dollars, the better

result comes from making arrears collections on a large number of cases instead 

of large collections on a few cases.  Some objectives are to identify collection 

opportunities, getting automation to assist in the collection effort and identifying 

cases where actions should be taken.
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Looking for Collection Opportunities

There are several remedies available to coerce arrears payments without

requiring litigation.  Since the goal of this measurement is to touch as many 

arrears cases as possible, it is best to work lists of arrears cases, rather than

concentrate on a few cases with potential for large collections.

Financial Institution Data Match (FIDM)

Each week, the Center for Coordinated Programs issues a manual Financial 

Institution Data Match (FIDM) list by e-mail to the FIDM Forum.  This list has a 

table of the top 10 bank account balances for cases with any arrears and a table of 

the top 10 cases with large case balances.  Additionally, a third list is distributed 

each week with cases that could be paid off if the FIDM levy is executed (i.e. 

bank account balance larger than case balance).  This remedy is extremely useful 

in eliminating arrears cases through collections. Below are examples of the 

tables:

Top 10 Manual FIDM levy matches based upon bank account balances:

Q_Top 10 Manual FIDMS By Acct Bal

Bank Balance Past Due User Off NCP NAME FGN

47520 2002 U77777 SAP MOUSE, MICKEY 000033333001

36980 7845 U66666 LAW DUCK, DONALD 000011111001

33078 8508 U55555 OKB DOG, GOOFY 000666666001

30223 4351 U44444 OKC BUNNY, BUGS 000111111001

22643 1561 U33333 TUW DUCK, DAFFY 000555555001

21759 1447 U22222 ARD PIG, PORKY 000444444001

20549 2877 U11111 PON CAT, SYLVESTER 000222222002

16838 5134 U88888 MCA BIRD, TWEETY 000333333001

12731 1854 U77777 TUE FUDD, ELMER 000777777001

9883 15782 U44444 OKC COYOTE, WILEY 000123456001
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Top 10 Manual FIDM levy matches based upon past due CS balances: 

Q_Top10 Manual FIDMS By Past Due

Past Due Bank Balance User ID Off NCP NAME FGN

76250 373 U66666 TUE KIRK, JAMES T 000321654001

75490 37 U77777 TUE MCCOY, LEONARD 000123456002

58167 1505 U55555 TUW SCOTT, MONTGOMERY 000987654002

49951 940 U44444 OKB SULU, HIRKARU 000789456001

49408 96 U33333 FAI CHEKOV, PAVEL 000011111001

48736 1557 U55555 TUW UHURA, NIRA 000666666001

46906 539 U22222 MCA CHAPEL, CHRISTINE 000555555001

43346 880 U11111 CLA SPOCK, NFN 000222222001

43030 8341 U55555 TUW MARCUS, DAVID 000645312001

42087 118 U55555 TUW RAND, JANICE 000088888001

Please review the following Manual FIDM Payoff List for possible levy actions:

Q_Pay Off Past Due List

CS Office Acct Balance Past Due User ID NCP NAME FGN

905 21403 12499 U77777 BROWN, CHARLIE 000333333001

ALT 3425 675 U44444 VAN PELT, LINUS 000555555001

ARD 2980 272 U33333 SCHROEDER, BEETHOVEN 000666666001

ARD 2980 788 U33333 SCHROEDER, BEETHOVEN 000666666002

BAR 5758 1267 U66666 COOL, JOE 000111111001

BAR 1264 1137 U66666 PATTY, PEPPERMINT 000444444002

CLA 4304 2079 U55555 VAN PELT, RERUN 000777777001

CLA 776 126 U55555 DIRT, PIGPEN 000888888002

Annual Notice 

One way to increase collections on arrears is to ensure all cases have a payment 

plan.  There are two steps to this.  First, identify any cases that do not have a 

payment plan and, second, obtain a payment plan from the court.  This can be

remedied through an Annual Notice.
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The report used to identify cases with judgments without payment plans is the 

Judgment With No Judgment Pay Plan (CY713R01).  This report is organized by 

office and worker then sorted by noncustodial parent name.  An Annual Notice 

can be performed on a case without a judgment payment plan to start arrears

collections on the case.

Ensuring Automated Remedies Are In Place

Liens

To identify issues with liens, check the CompSource Name Mismatch Exception 

report (CX978R01).  CompSource matches their data to OCSS’s SSN.  However, if 

the individual’s name does not match, OCSS may have an incorrect SSN 

recorded for the noncustodial parent.  Even though this report was designed 

specifically to identify Workers’ Compensation problems, finding the correct 

SSN for an individual will impact all automated enforcement remedies.

The Daily Lien Creation report (CY783D01) prints in each district office daily.  

It indicates which cases are eligible for a lien to generate that have a data issue 

which needs to be resolved (i.e. insurance address is questionable).  This list is

normally very short and is easily resolved. Additionally, the report only prints 

at the local office if there are liens for the office that cannot generate.

Tax Offsets

There are two types of tax offsets.  The first is the federal offset and is reflected in

the IRSI screen.  The second is the state offset and is found on the OTCI screen.  

These screens can be reviewed to determine if the case has been appropriately

referred for federal or state tax offset.  

Screen Access Description

IRSI IRSI <APN> <processing year> Displays IRS referral activity.

OTCI OTCI <APN> Displays referrals for Oklahoma tax updates, 

receipts and adjustments.

Unemployment
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Unemployment referrals are another automated enforcement remedy that can

increase arrears collections.  The APBI screen will show if there has been a 

referral made.

Screen Access Description

APBI APBI <APN> Provides summary of referrals made to OESC for an

NCP. Lists referrals by date, identifies type of referral,

amount certified for intercept by OESC, percentage 

reported for intercept and status of NCP’s obligations.

Suppressions and Exclusions

The CSEA screen shows if a case has been suppressed or excluded from a 

particular remedy.  Only suppress or exclude cases from a remedy when OKDHS

policy permits.  Remember to re-include a case for automated processes when

appropriate.

Screen Access Description

CSEA CSEA <FGN> Displays whether a suppression code has been entered

for federal or state tax offsets. It also displays whether

FIDM, passport, federal salary, federal retirement or 

federal vendor payments have been excluded from

offset. These suppressions and exclusions can be 

updated on the CSEAS screen.

Follow Up for Existing Actions

CSENet and QUICK 

Collections from other states can be viewed through the CSENet and QUICK

systems.  Federal tax intercept referrals are made through the initiating state on 

interstate cases.  When Oklahoma is the responding state, the initiating state will 

send a CSENet message to provide notice a collection has been made through a 

federal tax intercept. The following table has the CSENet transactions related to

incoming tax intercept messages.

Screen Access Description

NETIR NETIR <user id> View incoming CSENet messages for the user id

NETIRF NETIRF <FGN> View incoming CSENet message for the case

NETIRO NETIRO <other

state’s case #>

View incoming CSENet message based upon the other

state’s case number
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The message combination related to federal tax intercept information is

 Action code P

 Functional type code COL

 Action reason code CITAX

Another source of information concerning interstate collections is the Query

Interstate Cases for Kids (QUICK) system.  This system displays financial and 

case activity information on cases for IV-D agencies participating in the system.  

The system is accessed by clicking on the QUICK URL:  

https://www.ocse.gov/quick then entering your OKDHS network User ID and

password.  Collection information is available on the Payment Detail page.

Actions Tracked by AAPE

There is a Document Direct report that lists actions started on the Alternative AP

Enforcement screen (AAPE).  The report is the AAPE Data Report (CX148R01).  

These actions include License Revocation, Bench Warrants, Criminal Warrants 

and US Attorney Referrals.  This screen is very useful to see that an action has

been started but there is no disposition.  Office Managers can find cases that need 

to move to the next step or have actions that need to be completed to obtain a 

collection.

Cost Effectiveness

In the Arrears Collections Performance Measure, the number of cases with 

arrears collections is what matters. The size of the collections made increases 

total collections.  In this category, the size of the collection makes a difference.  

Reducing direct costs can make a difference, but the office has much more 

control over their total collections

Many of the same actions used in the Arrears Collections performance measure 

are successful for large collections.  One of the most easily identifiable remedies 

is FIDM and the Manual FIDM Payoff List.  This list informs offices of cases 

where the bank account balance is greater than the amount of the case balance.  

The list is distributed weekly by e-mail from the Center for Coordinated 

Programs FIDM Coordinated to the FIDM Forum.  Some of these balances are

quite large. An example is shown below:
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Q_Pay Off Past Due List

CS Office Acct Balance Past Due User ID NCP NAME FGN

ALT 1788 1561 U12345 CAPONE, AL 000666666001

ALT 1453 1405 U23456 DILLINGER, JOHN 000555555001

ARD 21759 21447 U34567 BARROWS, CLYDE 000444444001

ARD 464 277 U45678 FLOYD, CHARLES 000333333001

BAR 2455 2105 U56789 NITTI, FRANK 000222222001

For other helpful enforcement remedies, see the Legal Actions Available for Non-

Payment of Support page on the InfoNet at

http://infonet/office/ocss/lib/docs/enforcement.htm

Document Direct Reports

Several reports can be used to help track or improve an office’s performance, 

including Document Direct Reports.  A complete list of Document Direct Reports

will be available on the InfoNet in the Case Management section on the 

Education page. http://infonet/office/ocss/lib/docs/casemgmt.htm

Instructions for accessing Document Direct are also available in that section of 

the Education page.  

http://infonet/NR/rdonlyres/2E893F17-67FC-420F-B7E7-

098E4B374FD9/0/AccessingReportsOnline_ocss_05032010.pdf

Document Direct Reports useful for tracking and improving office performance 

are:

 Potential Collections Report (CX671W01)

 Child Support Performance Measures monthly report (CX302M01)

 Voluntary acknowledgements report (CX318Q01 or P01)

 Paternity establishments monthly report (CX319M01)

 OCSE 157 Report by office monthly report (CX364M01)

 Medical Order / Enforced Percentage (CX022M01)

 Delinquency Aging Report 30-59 days (CX392M30)

 Delinquency Aging Report 60-89 days (CX392M60)

 Delinquency Aging Report Over 89 days (CX392M90)

 Medical establishment needed (CX563R01) 

 Medical enforcement needed (CY687R01)
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 OCSE 34A Performance Measure Report (CX927Q03)

 Outgoing Interstate No Payment report (CS661R01)

 Income assignment notice errors (IANE) report (CS662R01)

 Review and adjustment candidates report (CY996R01)

Potential Collections Report (CX671W01)

 Case status of 02, 06, 08 and 10 with priority of 1 or 2

 Excludes MEO cases

 Excludes cases with future hearing date

 Balances listed as report run date

 By office and Child Support Specialist

 NCP last name alphabetically

Child Support Performance Measures monthly report (CX302M01)

 Listed by office

 Monthly version of some Performance Measures

o Support Order Establishment

o Medical Order Establishment

o Current Support Collections

o Arrears Support Collections

Voluntary acknowledgements report (CX318Q01 or P01)

 AP Legal status P

 Organized by Office, then county

 Sorted by FGN

 Lists office code in OSIS (including State Office codes)

 If no district office code in OSIS, report assigns to district office 

code based on Mom’s address

Paternity establishments monthly report (CX319M01) 

 Legal status of M to A, M to H, H to A or just H, and effective 

around January 2012 always A and out of wedlock 

 Organized by office, then county

 Sorted by FGN

 Provides legal status history of child

OCSE 157 Report by office monthly report (CX364M01)

 Monthly break down of OCSE 157 Report

 Organized by office
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 Same line numbers as state-wide OCSE 157 Report 

 Ending pages include a “Non-Tribal” page for state totals and a 

“Tribal” page for tribal totals

Medical Order / Enforced Percentage (CX022M01)

 Performance Measure Results for Medical Support

 Lists results by office

 Displays number and percentage of support orders with medical 

support included

 Displays number and percentage of support orders without

medical support included

 Displays number and percentage of cases with the POLA 

completed 

Delinquency Aging Report 30 – 59 Days (CX392M30) 

 Cases in status 02, 06, 08 or 10

 Priority 1 or 2

 More than 30 days, less than 60 days since last payment

 Organized by office & user number

 Sorted by FGN

 Provides 12 month payment type history

 Provides balance

Delinquency Aging Report 60 - 89 Days (CX392M60)

 Same criteria as CX392M30 except:

 60 to 89 days since last payment

Delinquency Aging Report Over 89 Days (CX392M60)

 Same criteria as CX392M30 except:

 Over 89 days since last payment

Medical establishment needed (CX563R01)

 Priority 1 & 2 cases with MED of N, O, X, B

 Organized by office then user

 Sorted by NCP

 Lists if POLM or Future Hearing indicated

Medical enforcement needed (CY687R01)

 Lists Status 02 and 10 Cases with Medical Ordered but No POLA 
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 Info

 Lists Case Priority

 Lists MED ORD code

 Indicates whether a future hearing is scheduled

 Organized by office then user

 Sorted by NCP

OCSE 34A Performance Measure Report (CX927Q03)

 Provides summary information about collections reported on the

lines of the OCSE-34A Report that are counted for Cost

Effectiveness which are:

o Collections sent to other states (Line 4B)

o Collections sent to other countries (Line 4C)

o Total in-state collections disbursed / issued during the 

quarter (Line 8)

o Fees retained by other states (Line 11)

 Report includes totals for each office and the state totals

Outgoing Interstate No Payment Report (CS661R01)

 Active, outgoing interstate referral

 Verified employer

 No payment in 60 days

 Error message added in last 30 days to IANE (Income Assignment

Notice Error Report) PF5 (outgoing interstate) screen

 Not a tribal case

 Case listed only once even if on IANE PF5 screen multiple times 

(with most recent error date)

Income assignment notice errors (IANE) report (CS662R01)

 Error message added in last 7 days to IANE screen 

 Case listed only once even if on IANE screen multiple times (with 

most recent error date and message)

Review and adjustment candidates report (CY996R01)

 Cases OSIS analyzer has identified for possible adjustment

 Organized by office, then worker

 TANF cases at the top
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Case Closure

An office can impact its performance by closing cases when it is appropriate to

close them.  This reduces the number of open cases requiring action. However, 

an office’s Self-Assessment / Audit is adversely impacted when an office closes 

cases that should remain open. The Case Closure Table is available on the 

InfoNet in the Education Section of the OCSS pages.  It provides the reason codes

and whether there is a waiting period for the specific closure reason. The link is

http://infonet/office/ocss/lib/docs/initiationclosure.htm. 
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Audit vs. Performance Measures

What is the Difference Between the Two?

The Self-Assessment / Audit involves reviewing cases to determine if the State 

provided the customer all the required services, regardless of the results.

The Performance Measures capture the end result, not the services provided.

Examples:

The State receives credit on the Self-Assessment /Audit if the State takes all the 

steps to establish a support order, regardless if the order is established

successfully.

The State receives credit on the Performance Measures report only when the 

order for support is established.

The State receives credit on the Self-Assessment / Audit if appropriate 

enforcement action is taken after non-compliance with an order for support, 

regardless if a payment is received.

The State receives credit on the Performance Measures report only when there is

a payment.

Performance Measures Self-Assessment / Audit

Looks for Outcomes Looks at Process Used

Calculates End Result Asks Did State Provide Necessary Services?

6 Performance Categories

 Paternity Establishment

 Support Order Establishment

 Medical Support (Establishment / 

Enforcement)

 Current Support Collections

 Arrears Support (Cases) Collections

 Cost Effectiveness

8 Service Categories

 Establishment

 Enforcement

 Medical Support

 Case Closure

 Review & Adjustment

 Expedited Process

 Interstate Services

 Distribution of Collections
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Audit Checklist

The table below displays the categories and the OSIS screens the Auditors use to

review cases.

CFR Title 45

Audit Review Area/

Required Compliance Level

Required Actions and Time frames OSIS Screens

Establishment of cases and

maintenance of case records

(For District Office Audits only)

303.2

Compliance level 90%

Keep a log of all requests for applications, make 

application available for walk-ins or mail within

five working days (CSNA, CSCU); open within

20 calendar days (RFLI)

CSNA

CSCU

RFLI

Case Closure

303.11

Compliance level 90%

Must meet one of the 12 case closure criteria.

Send a 60 day notice of closure, if required.

CSCU

Locate

303.03

Compliance level - none.  

Locate is measured in the 

Establishment of support order or 

Paternity and the Enforcement of

support order categories.

Locate is included as the first step in EST, ENF 

and MEO cases. It is not a separate compliance

category. Access all appropriate locate sources 

within the first 75 days, quarterly attempts to

locate after the first 75 days. Quarterly attempts 

can be limited to automated sources, but must

include OESC.

Make sure case 

status = 02, 06,

08 or 10 and

priority = 05

Establishment of support order

or Paternity

303.4 and 303.5

Compliance level 75%

Regardless whether paternity needs to be 

established, serve within 90 calendar days of

locate or document diligent effort to serve.

OBLN/U/E

DOCSL /

DOCSU

 

Enforcement of support order

303.6

Compliance level 75%

Serve within 60 calendar days of locate or 

identifying a delinquency or document diligent

effort to serve - take action within 30 calendar 

days if no service is required

OBLN/U/E

DOCL

DOCSL/DOCSU

CNTA

Income Assignment

303.100

Compliance level - Mandatory

Send a notice to withhold to the employer within

two business days of identifying an employer

and verifying the employer's address.

IANI

IAMI

DOCL

APEU
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CFR Title 45

Audit Review Area/

Required Compliance Level

Required Actions and Time frames OSIS Screens

Medical Enforcement

303.30 and 303.31

Compliance level 75%

Obtain a medical support order, attempt to

obtain medical information, enforce the medical

order against person specified in order (can be 

NCP, CP or both), pass insurance information to

OHCA.

When obtaining a new or modified medical

order, update accessibility and reasonableness 

related to insurance. This information should be 

available unless order was a default. Complete

updates for auto Med 5.

IANI

IAMI

DOCL

CHMU

APEU

OBLU

CHIA

Interstate Cases

303.7

Compliance level 75%

Central Registry: 

-Must open a case within 10 working days

-Must respond to inquiries within 5 working 

days

Dist. Offices, when OCSS is initiating state:

-Initiate referral within 20 calendar days upon

receipt of necessary information.

-Provide requested information within 30

calendar days.

-Forward new information within 10 working 

days.

-Request a review of the order within 20 calendar 

days of receipt of necessary information from the 

requestor.

Dist. Offices, when OCSS is responding State:

-Provide Locate services within 75 calendar days.

-If NCP is found in another jurisdiction within

the state or another state, forward the form and

documentation to the appropriate jurisdiction or 

state and notify the initiating state within 10

working days.

REFI

NETIRF

CSLOGI

Review and Adjustment

303.8

Compliance level 75%

Complete the review and make any adjustment 

within 180 calendar days of date of request. If it’s

a Current TANF case, review orders every three 

years.

Automated, see

AWL messages

RAMENU

OBLRV

Expedited Process

(Establishment cases only)

303.101

Compliance level 75% in 6

months, 90% one year

Within six months from the date of service to the 

date of disposition, need to obtain an order for 

support or dismiss action.

DOCSU,

HEARA

HEARL
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Performance Measures Checklist 

Paternity Establishment (Children) 
 Information on the child

CHU 

 DCN (updated via DCHG) 

 Born out-of-wedlock 

 Date of birth 

 Age is less than 19 

 Still actively listed on the case 

 Information on Paternity Establishment
CHU or OBLN/OBLU/OBLE

 AP Legal status 

 AP Legal status date 

Support Order Establishment (Cases) 
 Information on the order

OBLN/OBLU/OBLE/OBLI/REFU/REFI

 Date signed field 

 Order verified field 

 Order status Active or Concurrent 

 Termination date is blank or zero or after the end of the 
period 

 Intergovernmental referral is not terminated, if linked 

 Active Case
CSCU

 IV-D Case Status 02, 06, 08, 10 

Current Support Collections (Dollars) 
 Information on the amount owed

CFADI

 Monthly current support due 

 Monthly spousal support due 

 Monthly fixed medical due 

 Monthly cash medical due 

 Monthly other included 

 Voluntary collections 

 Information on distributed collections
CFRRX, CIRI 

 Collections received that were distributed to above 
balances 

 Intergovernmental cost recovery fees 

Arrears Support Collections (Cases) 
 Information on the amount owed and collections 

distributed from these categories
            CFFBI, CFRR, CFRI, CFPL, INTF 

 Child support past due amounts 

 Medical included past due amounts 

 Other included past due amounts 

 Spousal past due amounts 

 Judgment monthly due balances 

 Judgment past due balances  

 Judgment remaining balances 

 Interest 

Medical Order Establishment (Cases) 
 Information on the order

OBLN/OBLU/OBLE/OBLI/REFU/REFI

 Med Ord field is A, B, C, D, E, I, K, M, P, T, U or Y 

 Date signed field 

 Order verified field 

 Order status Active or Concurrent 

 Termination date is blank or zero or after the end of the period 

 Intergovernmental referral is not terminated, if linked 

 Active Case is NOT Arrears Only
CSCU

 IV-D Case Status 02 or 10 

Medical Order Enforcement (Cases) 
 Medical Order Establishment fields

            AND 

 Insurance Enrollment
CPOL/H, POLMEMA/U/H

      At least one child on the support order and on the policy & 

 Coverage begin date is something other than 999999 

 Coverage end date is within the period, 999999 or a future 
date 

            OR 

 Medicaid Eligible
At least one child case type is A, B, C, E, F, H, I, J, M or X

            during the entire reporting period 
  OR 

 Cash Medical Provided 

a) Insurance Enrollment (see fields above)

a) Information on the order
OBLN/OBLU/OBLE/OBLI

 CM/INS field is B or C 
    OR 

b) Information on the order
OBLN/OBLU/OBLE/OBLI

 CM/INS field is B, C or P   

b) Information on distributed collections
CFRR

 Cash Medical Collection received during period 
 (CM indicator in MD OT column) 

      OR 

c) Information on the order
OBLN/OBLU/OBLE/OBLI

 CM/INS field is B, C or P 

c) Information on zero order
OBCI, OBLU 

 Cash Medical order amount = $0.00 for all children 

 Cash Medical dates for all children are greater than zero 
and end after the reporting period 

Cost Effectiveness (Dollars) 
 Information on issued collections

CFRRP, KI1NEW 

 Collections received that were issued from any Current Support Collections or Arrears Support Collections category 

 Information on Costs

 Direct costs can be found on the DHS Finance webpage 
https://okdhsfin.okdhs.int:8450/cas/login?service=http%3A%2F%2Fokdhsfin.okdhs.int%3A8088%2FmyWeb%2Fmain%2FWebMenuCASLogin 

Detailed instructions are found in the Performance Measures Chapter on page 58.  Indirect costs are not available online   
but summaries are provided to CSS State Office. 
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